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ァ1. Introduction.

We propose here an axiom system for nonstandard set theory, which can be used

to formalize nonstandard mathematics. A theory with the axiom system, which we

write NST, is an extension of internal set theory lST which Nelson [2] has given. The

theory NST deals with external sets directly while lST does not. The axiom system of

the theory NST is similar to that of a theory明ら　which Hrbacek [1] has given. The

differences between the two are in the axiom schema of saturation and the axiom of

standardization (the axiom of transfer in [1]). Inァ3 it is proved that NST is a

conservative extension of ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice).

§2. Axioms.

We add new unary predicates S and / to the theory ZFG formalized in a language

having a binary predicate牀. Thus we obtain a nonstandard extension NST of ZFG.

Boldface types a, A,�"�"�"denote variables of NST. We consider that they range over

external sets. β(α) reads: α is a standard set. Variables ranging over standard sets are

denoted by lightface letters a, A,- - ; intuitively, the standard sets can be identified

wi仏the members of the "universe of discourse" of ZFC. ∫(α) reads: α is an internal

set. Variables ranging over internal sets are denoted by Greek letters α, β,- ･.

If ≠ is a formula of ZFC, s≠ (I卓, respectively) denotes a formula obtained by

replacing all variables of ≠ by variables ranging over standard sets (internal sets.

respectively).

The axioms of NST are the following [A. 1十[A. 12].

[A. 1] ¢ is an axiom of NST whenever the sentence ≠ is an axiom of ZFC.

[A. 2] (∀α) ∫(α)･

All standard sets are internal.

[A. 3] (∀α)(Yb)[b∈α-W]�"

Tもe class of the internal sets is transitive.

[A. 4] {Transfer Principle)

Let i{kl9-�"-, kn) be a formula of ZFG with free variables kl}*�"�", Ajw and no other

free variables. Then
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(∀aユ,-,a#) [V(<hサー�"�"サォォ) ≡ <<f>{al,-サササ) ]�"

Wede丘ne

α is丘nite

…(ヨm; natural number) (ヨf) [f: a一m (1 :1, onto)].

[A. 5] {The Axiom Schema of Saturation)

Let野(a) be a formula of NST with a free variable a and possibly other free

variables; let Q(a, b) be a formula of NST with free variables a, b and possibly other

free variables; and leり(kl9 k2, lァー�"�", ln) be a formula of ZFC with free variables kl9

tf｡, h,-　L and no other free variables. Then

(∀β) [･(β)-(]a) J2(a, β) ]

∧(∀α)(∀β)(∀γ) [β(α, β)∧β(α, γ)-β - γ] i
(SS)

-(YZi,---,U

V8) [8 is finite∧(∀α ∈8)f(α)-(ヨβ)(∀α ∈8) U{cx, β,Zi,一蝣蝣,｣ォ) ]

-(ヨβ)(∀α) [･(α)-'*(ォ,β,?i,一�"�",!サ)]

-(

A formula w is said to be a SS-formula if there is a formula ii such that the

sentence (SS) is a theorem of NST. For example, the predicate S is a SS-formula.

[A. 5E] {The Axiom Schema of Enlarging)

Let (f>(lcl9 k2, ^i,- ln) be a formula of ZFG with free variables kv k2, ll9�"�"�", ln and

no other free variables. Then

(∀1;�"サ*ォ)

[

(Va) [d is finite-(ヨb)(Va ∈d) s<f>(a, b, xl9- ,ォォ) ]

-(ヨβ)(Va) Ufa,β,xi,�"�"�",Xn)

The axiom schema [A.5E] is weaker than [A.5].

[A. 6] {The Axiom of Standardization)

(∀^) [(ヨS)A⊂S-(ヨa)(Yx) [x∈A ≡ x∈all.

The standard set a having the same standard elements as A is denoted by *A; *A
●

is called the standard kernel of A.

[A. 7] {The Axiom ofExtensionality)

(YA,B)¥A-B…(V*)[*∈A≡x∈B]].

[A. 8] {The Axiom of Pairing)

(VA,B)(ヨC)(∀蝣*) [*∈C≡ x - Avx-B].

[A. 9] {The Axiom of Union)

(YA)(ヨB)(vx) [x∈B ≡ (3if) [*eU∧U∈A]].

[A. 10] {The Axiom Schema of Comprehension)
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Let ¢ (x) be a formula of NST with a free variable x and possibly other free

variables. Then

(VA)(]B)(Yx) [x∈B ≡ x∈A∧¢(*)].

[A. 11] (The Axiom of Power Set)

(VA)(ヨB)(Vx) [x∈B ≡ x⊂A].

[A. 12] (Well Ordering Principle)

(VA)(]β) [β wellorders A].

§ 3. The conservation theorem.

The following theorem shows that NST is a conservative extension of ZFC. A

process of extension is based on an idea in [1], and our proof is more elementary.

Theorem. Let ijj be a sentence of ZFC. If sifj is a theorem of NST, then ¢ is a

theorem of ZFC.

Proof. Only丘nitely many of axioms from [A. 1], say sip1,.�", sifjh, and axioms

from [A.2ト[A.12] are used in the proof of sip within NST. By re鮎ction principle,

there is a set R such that any subset of an element of R is an element of R and such

that

(t…iR)∧函∧-∧¢hR,

where ipR and others are the relativizations of ifj and others to R, respectively. Let J be

an infinite set, and let ♂ be an ultra filter on J. Put V｡-RJx {0} and define a one-to

one mapping f of R into Vo by

r(ォ)-(5,0) (a∈R),　ah)-a (j∈J)･

Let io and eo denote binary relations in Fo such that

((pfi), (q,0))∈i｡… tj∈J- K?)-?0))∈　(p>2∈RJ)

and

((p,0), (?,0))∈eo… tj∈J: p(j)∈?0)}∈　iv,q∈m,

respectively. We extend Fo inductively by

Vn+1 - FOU (P(Vn)x {1} ) (for each, nonnegative integer n)

and

00

F-　U Vn,
M-0

where P(Vn) is the power set of F*. Then we have

V｡⊂Vl⊂V2⊂･･･⊂Vn⊂･･･⊂V

and

●●

y｡∩(u P(Vサ)×(i})-O.
w-l
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Furthermore, we proceed by induction. Suppose that io,�"-, i桝? ^0>'-, e桝have been

denned so that they satisfy the following conditions (1) and (2).

(1) Let n be an integer such that O≦n≦m. Then

in⊂Vnxvn　　　⊂Vnxyn ;

(Yaァ,a2,b∈ FJ [(oi,a,) ∈in∧K,6) Gen-(ォ2,6) ∈ej

(Va,b∈Vn)¥(a,b)ziォ≡ (Vo∈Vn) [(c,a)モen ≡ (c,b)∈ォJ].

(2) Let n be an integer such that l≦n≦m. Then

inn(Vn- ×Vn-1)-K-x,　eォ∩(n-xXVn-i)-eォーi;

for a∈Vn-アand b-(2;,!)(z∈P(Tv-i)),

(a,b) ∈en ≡ (ヨc牀F*--i) [(a,c) ∈tn-1∧cez]

for a,b∈Y外,

(a,b) ∈en ≡ (ヨC∈Vn-i) ¥{a,c)∈in∧(c,b)∈eJ.

Define eム+1 as the ･union of (ymxy｡)ne桝and

{(a,(z,l)): a∈Vm∧Z∈P(Vm)∧(ac∈Vm) [(a,c)∈im∧C∈*]>

Moreover, we define

im+i- {(a>b)∈ym+1×γ桝+1 : (Yc∈Vm)[(c,a)∈eム+1 ≡ (c,b)∈eム+1 }

us剰

･tn+1- {(サ,.b)∈　w+1×V桝+1 : (ヨC∈V桝)[{a,c)∈'tn+1∧(c,b)∈eふl]}.

It follows that i｡,�"　　桝, i桝+1? ^0?# '*? ^桝, e桝+i satisfy the conditions obtained from (1)

and (2) by replacing m by m+1. We have thus defined by induction binary relations

%n and en for every nonnegative integer n. Let

00               oo

*-　U　*サ, e-　U en

●

ォ-0 n-0

Then we have

i⊂VxV, in(VnxV舛)-ォォ(サ≧0) ;

e⊂VxV, en(VnxVn)-en(n≧0) ;

and

(3) for ava2,b∈γ,

(ォ1,ォ2) ∈i∧(M) ∈e-(a2,b) ∈e ;

(4) ioxa,b&V,

(a,b)∈i≡ (Vc∈V)[(c,a)∈e ≡ (c,b)∈e] ;

◆●

(5) fora∈γ　　　∈V-Vo(b-(z,l), ze U P(V.)),
〟-0

(a,b)∈e≡ (ヨceV)[(a,c)∈i∧C∈Z] ;
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(6)fora∈yand6∈VJn≧1),

(a,6)∈e≡(ヨceアォーi)[(a,c)∈i∧(0,6)∈e].

LetUbethequotientsetofywith,respecttotheequivalencerelationi.wewriteり

forthenaturalmappingofVontoU.LetX-り[｣T#]]andY--q[V｡].ThenXCY⊂

U.By(3)and(4),-thereisabinaryrelationEinUsuchthat

(り(a),v(b))∈E≡(a,b)∈(a,b∈Y)･

WeclaimthatUwiththeinterpretations

(ォサy)∈Eforjc∈U,

x∈XforS(x),

a;∈forI(x)

satisfiestheaxioms叫1>sibkand[A.2十[A.12].Foraformula¢ofNST,letT(¢)be

aformulaofZFGobtainedfrom¢bytheprecedinginterpretations.

From丸R,-ibhRwehaveT(叫l),(SU

ItisobviousthatUsatis鮎s[A.21

If≠isaformulaofZFGandpv-pn牀RJ,thenJo孟'stheoremassertsthat

T(t4)(v{(pi,0)),--M(孤,0)))

≡tj∈J-PMJ),--',pサU))}∈LF･

Inparticular,ifxl9-xn牀X,then

T(V)(si,-,xn)≡丁{Ss){xx,'--,x舛).

ThisshowsthatUsatisfies[A.41.

LetJfbea|J2|-goodul

isaformula｡fZFCandQi…rafilter,where

asubset｡fYまR¥i

uch;h芝ecardinalnumberofR.Ifs

|Q|｣|fl|,then

(Vyl,-,yn∈Y)

[

(Yd)[d is finite ∧d⊂Q-(ヨb ∈ Y) (Va ∈d) TVfi iflAyx,- -,y舛)

-(ヨb∈ Y)(Va∈Q) r(句)(aサ6サyiサーー-,yJ

(see, for example, Saito [3, pp. 74-76]). This implies that U satisfies [A. 5].

Since any subset of an element of R is an element of R, it follows that U satisfies

[A.6].

The remaining axioms follow from (3), (4), (5) and (6). This establishes the

claim.

Now the proof of sifj from s</>iv, s^u a^d [A.2]-[A.12] gives a proof of T (S4>)

from T (叫x), -,丁(S巌) and the interpretations of [A.2十[A.12]. The sentence車R

follows from T (si/j), and so we have卓. This gives a proofof¢within ZFG.
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